
A relentless dedication to mailroom solutions that fit businesses of all sizes. 



The 
Company 
That 
Revolutionized 
Mailroom 
Technology.



Plugged into over 230,000 mailrooms 
worldwide, we continue to set the 
standard for developing innovative, 
class-leading mailroom systems. Our 
processes and our people stand for 
simplicity in design and experience, for 
uncompromising commitment to quality 
and modernization, and for an ease of 
maintenance that will elevate business 
mailing experiences for decades to come. 

At FP we deliver more than just mailroom 
solutions, we deliver mailability - quality 
mailing with minimal error.



Real people.
Your needs come first at FP Mailing Solutions. 
With over 1,100 employees, we provide all of 
our customers with a responsive, direct line of 
communication to our dedicated customer 
service team located within the United States. 



Simple processes.
Our devotion to innovation and artistry make FP 
the industry expert in mailroom product simplicity 
and design.

Mailing solutions.
90 years in the making, FP has always been 
at the forefront of innovation. We are the first 
mailroom solutions manufacturer to introduce 
a USPS® IMI compliant meter and product line.



The 
Right 
System 
For Every 
Business



Small businesses, corporate offices and 
large enterprise companies all have one 
thing in common: they all need to 
communicate in print.
 
Our solutions were designed with every 
business size in mind. 



PostBase® mini PostBase® econ

Postage Meters

Folder Inserters

Give your small business a boost with the 
PostBase® Mini. Our compact, 
economical postage meter boasts 
outstanding features, like whisper-quiet 
operation, color touchscreen and USPS® 
IMI-Compliant security!

FPi 700
The FPi 700 can feed, fold, insert, 
and seal up to 1,350 letters per 
hour, making the FPi 700 folder 
inserter 10 times faster than by 
hand. Ideal for small to mid-size 
offices. 

FPi 2700
The FPi 2700 folder inserter is a 
solution for folding and inserting 
complex business mailings, with 
incredible security.

Discover the perfect mailing system for small 
offices. Our PostBase® econ is the latest 
innovation in mailing systems with a full color 
touchscreen and Wi-Fi connectivity for 
postage and software updates. The 
PostBase® econ is so much more than a 
postage meter.

FPi 2700

PostBase®

FPi 700



Small Business Series
We understand the needs of small businesses, 
which is why we have developed a series 
specifically dedicated to the stressful 
demands of owning and operating a small 
office. All of the products in this range were 
designed to be as simple as possible. No 
need for a dedicated user. Anyone can 
walk up and easily process mail without 
being a postal expert.



Office Series
As a mid-sized business ourselves, we 
know how much effort it takes to 
ensure your office is running as 
efficiently and smoothly as possible. 
We have designed the products and 
solutions in this series to simplify 
everyday business tasks so that you 
spend less time pushing buttons and 
more time focusing on the overall 
growth of your organization.



PostBase® Vision

Postage Meters

Folder Inserters

FPi 4700
The FPi 4700 folder inserter quickly and securely verifies that every 
document in every envelope is included (not missing) and 
ensures perfect sequence and compliance.

PostBase® Vision embodies a modern, award winning design that integrates
perfectly into any office environment. It is as functional as it is stylish. Meticulously 
engineered with users in mind, this mailing system is intuitive and simple to use with a 
large color touchscreen so that any operator can process mail with ease.
engineered with users in mind, this mailing system is intuitive and simple to use with a 
large color touchscreen so that any operator can process mail with ease.

Semi-Auto
Auto

Advanced



Postage Meters

FPi 5700 FPi 6700
The FPi 5700 and FPi 6700 raise the bar in complicated mailroom processes with their high volume mailing 
capabilities. These powerful workhorses are fully customizable, so you can create the optimal configuration for 
your organization’s needs. These folder inserters can turn any mail center into a strategic business asset, 
providing a platform for processing your business critical mailings.

Master your fast-paced mailroom like a pro. The 
PostBase® pro DS is the high-volume mailer’s first choice 
for high-efficiency results. 

This ONE is big! PostBase® ONE is your biggest leap toward efficient mailroom processes, and large enough to 
handle almost every mail piece that come your way.

PostBase® ONE

It would be hard to imagine a simpler postage 
meter that delivers exceptional results with effortless 
operation. Welcome to the PostBase® pro, where 
innovative design meets ease of use.

PostBase® proPostBase® pro

innovative design meets ease of use.

PostBase® pro DS

FPi 6700
The FPi 5700 and FPi 6700 raise the bar in complicated mailroom processes with their high volume mailing 
capabilities. These powerful workhorses are fully customizable, so you can create the optimal configuration for 

handle almost every mail piece that come your way.



Enterprise Series

Folder Inserters

High volume businesses and corporations 
are in need of high volume solutions. Our 
complete line of Enterprise Series 
mailroom products are designed to 
ensure that your business does not need 
to stop just because large volumes of 
mail need to go out. Each innovative 
product in this series provides simplicity 
and efficiency in otherwise complicated 
mailroom processes.



FlexMail™
FlexMail software makes it easy to clean 
and organize address data from any 
source and print graphically rich 
personalized envelopes on any printer.

FlexStream™

FlexStream is an Output Management 
Solution that enhances business operations 
by automating the processing and 
distribution of business critical documents.

MailOne software is the ultimate tool to 
monitor, manage, track and reduce your 
postal expenditures.

ReportOne, an upgrade to the standard 
RemoteOne software adds detailed 
transaction reporting & exporting.

ReportOne™

Tracking packages has never been easier.  
QTrak allows you to monitor package status 
from the moment they enter your facility until 
they reach their intended recipient.

QTrak

FP Parcel Shipping is an online shipping software that 
makes mailing packages simple, reduces costs, and 
provides tracking and management of shipments.

FP Parcel Shipping MailOne™



Software
Save money and increase productivity 
with our line of software solutions.
FP mailroom software expands the 
efficiency and capabilities of your 
mailing processes, including postal 
accounting, reporting, rate shopping, 
and mail machine interfacing & control.

OnShip
OnShip is a fully featured, multi-carrier and 
LTL shipping software solution that reimagines 
package and freight shipping.

OnShip



Additional
Mailroom
Solutions.

The EDGE Print Series
The FP EDGE Print Series is an entirely new 
way to print. These powerhouse printing 
solutions cover all of your printing needs 
from direct mailers and inserts to 
envelopes and labels.  

Desktop Folders
Highspeed  Desktop Folders save time 
and money by automating the folding of 
paper sheets.

The EDGE Print Series



Power Conditioners
Our market leading power protection 
technology brings customer critical 
insights and control into the power 
environment.

Letter Openers
Make quick work of processing incoming mail with these 
speedy envelope openers. With speeds ranging from 
24,000 to 40,000 pieces per hour, you’re sure to find an 
appropriate solution to dramatically reduce the time 
required to open letters and mail received in your 
mailroom or office.

Scales
Get the most accurate weight and postage rates for 
your outgoing mail by utilizing our latest line of postage 
scales. Up to 70 lbs. capacity.

Paper Jogger 400
The Paper Jogger 400 aligns 
stacks of paper and removes 
static electricity buildup which 
can cause frustrating paper jams 
in paper finishing machines.

Address Printers
Print addresses, attention lines, postal barcodes, 
and permit indicias. With a full line of address 
and envelope printers to support your needs.

Furniture
Product protection at its finest. 
Reduce the need for service 
activity on on your equipment 
with sturdy, strong, functional, 
and modern equipment 
furniture solutions.

ParcelPods
Take control of your mailroom. FP’s ParcelPod 
solution is the perfect way to organize and keep 
track of all your incoming packages. Paired with 
QTrak, this complete system takes the chain of 
custody off property owners.



In
Over 
230,000 
Mailrooms 
Worldwide



Learn more at www.fp-usa.com
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